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Dundas Valley Tree Keepers’ Heritage Tree Hunt 2009 

Tree Story Honour Roll 
 
 
1. Winner of ‘Tree with a Story’ Category 
 Redbud tree at backyard of 6 Hillside Avenue, Dundas  
 nominated by Brian & Mary Grolla, Dundas 
 
 “Our Redbud”  
     When we bought our house on Hillside Ave in 1987, we loved the large trees in the 
neighbourhood.  One tree was particularly unique – our Redbud tree, Cercis Canadensis.  It is 
Carolinian, so it won’t survive much further north than Dundas.  The European version is known as 
a “Judas tree,” thought to be the tree on which Judas hanged himself.  In Spain it is known as The 
Tree of Love.  The heart shaped leaves offer welcome shade and the delicate flowers – when you 
look carefully – are shaped like tiny hummingbirds.  My mother makes pressed flower cards from 
them each year.  The distinctive blooms, in May, spring from spots all along each branch, not in 
clusters.  When in bloom, our yard glows in a purple haze.   
     But the real story of this tree is the number of babies it has spawned.  The prolific seedpods drop 
in the fall and spread throughout our yard and in spring we have hundreds of Redbud sprouts.  We 
have been giving them away and transplanting them now for 20 years.  Our baby Redbuds range 
from downtown Toronto to Niagara Falls and from Oakville to Paris.  Most of our neighbours have 
1-2 trees; many of our friends, work associates, family, our friends’ families, and strangers referred 
to us by friends have Redbuds.  Some of our friends who’ve moved houses have come back for 
seconds or thirds! They are planted on the rail trail (check the “Redbud Garden” at the Hillside park 
entrance in early May!), on farms, and outside “the Pearl Company.”  One year RBG volunteers 
came and picked out 200 seedlings to sell at their plant sale.  We have recently done a tally and 
been able to account for about 300 babies.  The late Bruce Duncan came one spring in his Wellies, 
brought his own spade and was delighted to take home a few saplings for his enjoyment.  Our 
Redbuds brighten the yards of Ariel Rogers, City Manager Chris Murray and the original Colin 
Macdonald School (which was in a rescued century home moved to McNab St, Dundas).  What 
started out as giving a seedling here and there grew into a guerrilla gardening bonanza.  A private 
love has blossomed into a public display! 
 
 
2.  Black Walnut at back yard of 143 Little John Road, Dundas  
 nominated by Kenneth E. Harold, Dundas 
  
 In my backyard (143 Little John Road Dundas) is a Black Walnut tree, probably over a hundred 
years old.  It used to have 2 large branches but one broke off in a wind storm 45 years ago. This 
ripped out most of the insides of the tree - you can see daylight through the base. How the trunk can 
still support the weight of this remaining limb is a mystery. This tree was here long before all the 
surveys were built on the south side of South St. A man who owned a large farm here in the early 
20th century had a bull pasture on this property.  He tied his bull to an iron ring on the side of this 
tree. This ring is still imbedded in the side of the tree.  
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3.  Crimson King Norway Maple at front yard of 40 East Street North, Dundas  
 nominated by Delaine and Bill Lowe, Dundas 
  
     Here is Bill and Delaine Lowe's story of the red maple at 40 East St. North, a tree that is of great 
sentimental value to them.   
 When we moved into our home on East St. in October 1982, Delaine's parents, Carl and Mabel 
Dopking, presented to us a red maple sapling as a house-warming gift. Over the years, the tree 
flourished, its crimson canopy drawing attention up and down the street. Every time we looked out 
our window, its beauty took us. In 2008, we began building a new home on the lot adjacent to our 
old home. We faced a decision: Our beautiful tree was now right where our new living room was 
going to be.  
 What to do? Rather than cut down our tree, we hired an arborist to transplant it to another 
location on the lot. But we faced a complication when our house plans expanded, and the new spot 
we had thought would be perfect for the tree proved unsuitable. We were really wondering whether 
we'd be able to keep our lovely tree, after all, and were disheartened over the prospect of losing it. 
 Finally, a solution! We could transplant and board the tree at the arborist's tree farm in 
Kitchener for the winter - the arborist later told us our tree drew a lot of compliments and he could 
have sold it many times -- and decide on the perfect spot for it in the spring once our home was 
built. The placement decision wound up being easy.   
 One of the many wonderful features of our new built-just-for-us home is its front porch. From 
the comfort of our rocking chairs, we look out at the neighbourhood we've known for so long. What 
better spot for our tree and its memories. Our tree has finally made its journey home and has its 
special place in front of our porch. When we look at it now, we think especially of the parents - Carl 
and Mabel - who gave it to us so many years ago, but who are both gone now. They would be so 
pleased to know of the lasting memories they have left us. Their spirit lives on. 
 
 
4.   Winner of ‘Distinct Form’ Category 
 Japanese Maple at front yard of 1 Melville Street, Dundas  
 nominated by Fred & Sharyn Hall, Dundas 
 
     Our Japanese Maple on the corner of Melville and Cross Streets is a unique, historic tree.  It is 
approximately 90 years old and probably was planted when the property at 1 Melville Street, then 
the Manse for Knox Presbyterian Church, was undergoing major renovations in the early 1900s.  
These changes included the raising of the house 4 feet off the ground and digging a basement that 
allowed the house to have a heating system.  A long time resident of Dundas recalled the tree was 
on the property by circa 1920. 
     We realize we are stewards of this wonderful tree and will pass it on to the next owners of 1 
Melville Street.  We have lived here for nearly 30 years and have come to appreciate that many 
people in the town have personal “ownership” of the tree.  They bring their families to look at it, 
especially in its Fall scarlet colours.  This ownership was underlined for us when, during a violent 
wind storm approximately 15 years ago, a large evergreen tree was uprooted and fell into the middle 
of our Japanese Maple, destroying the crown, or centre, of the tree.  People were so upset that they 
delivered sympathy cards to our house and cried to see what had happened.  The Town offered to 
cut the tree down, but, in consultation with the Royal Botanical Gardens, we decided to leave it 
alone to see if it could recover.  Happily it has renewed itself and new growth has covered the major 
trauma that the tree underwent.  Children love climbing the tree and feel welcome to enjoy its 
wonderful, welcoming branches (see the two pictures). 
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     We believe that this tree is the oldest and largest Japanese Maple in the Dundas area.  More 
importantly, it continues to give shade to our property and enjoyment to countless people who walk 
and drive by the tree each day.  It is a heritage and treasure for us and the people of Dundas. 

 
 

Comments made by other nominators about this tree: 
     This tree is my overall favourite in Dundas. It is aesthetically pleasing year round, very old and 
large for its type. The owner saved it from being cut down by the city. 
 
     This large and old Japanese Maple burns a BRILLIANT red in the fall and when it's leaves 
finally fall - the lawn and sidewalk become a scarlet carpet for the hundreds of kids from the three 
schools in Olde Dundas to shuffle and kick through. 
 
 
5.  Red Oak at back of the Betzner Farm, 253 Highway #8, West Flamborough  
 nominated by Gary & Shirley Betzner, West Flamborough 
 
     This old oak tree stands at the very back of the farm, on the border of our fence line and the CN 
railway. It's very large, and a picture of it was taken with Gary and 3 of his 4 children in 2003 - 
from left to right, David, Melissa, Gary & Jeremy Betzner. The tree is in considerable decline, and 
after every storm we go back to see how the old oak tree has fared.  
     The farm has been in the family since 1817. This tree I believe to be at least 200 years, if not 
more. I picture this tree to have been a good-sized tree when the railroad was dug many years ago. 
If only this tree could tell all the things it has seen. Maybe the tree was old enough at the time to 
have had workers eat their lunch under it! 
     The tree is 14 feet around at my husband’s shoulder height. 30 feet up, this tree is still that 
circumference. 
 

 
6. Winner of ‘Best Overall’ Category 
 Tulip tree at front yard of 35 Cross Street, Dundas  
 nominated by Kim Newcombe, Hamilton 
 
     The huge and ancient tulip tree in the front of 35 Cross Street deserves mention. I would like to 
nominate this tree in honour of Jacqueline Wesley- James the late owner of 35 Cross St. in 
recognition of her love of trees. The tree is said to predate the construction of the house in 1845 and 
is the largest and oldest tulip tree in Ontario. - over 100 ft. tall and 16ft. girth. 
 
Comments made by other nominators about this tree: 
     This spectacular Tulip tree belonging to the Wesley-James family is Dundas' celebrity tree 
having been visited by tourist buses visiting Canada and the RBG. Beautiful tulips sprout each 
spring all over this tree that I also nominate for Native Large Distinctive and as a Historic 
Landmark and a Tree with a story. 
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7.  Winner ‘Historic Landmark’ Category, Honourable Mention ‘Kid-friendly’ Category 
      Bur Oak at Dundas Driving Park, Dundas  
 numerous nominators, stories from nominators Rita Bogle and Susan Masterman, Dundas 

 
    Landmark in our community where many people can enjoy and appreciate its beauty.  When I go 
for my walk in the evenings, I am constantly reminded of its breathtaking beauty, character and 
size. I usually sit under the tree and have some quiet time. Hopefully we demonstrate as much 
growth of Christ-like character in our lives as what we see in our heritage trees in the strength of 
their character, beauty, form and size. 
 
 
 This huge oak figures prominently in old  photographs of the Driving Park and people's family 
photos. It's also a  native. Large. Distinctive in shape. Kid-Friendly climbing tree besides being  part 
of Dundas history and the memory of countless  families. 
 
 
8.  Winner of ‘Kid-friendly’ Category 
      Willow at back of 20 Woodward Avenue, Dundas  
 Nominated by Simon Chase, Dundas 
 
 This willow tree is the favourite of all the neighbourhood children and admired by their parents 
as well. We have had children climbing it even when we are not home (something we do 
discourage) since it is next to a public vacant field which is on the route to a nearby public school. If 
one of them gets stuck, since it is easier to climb up a tree than back down, then we have to come 
out and rescue them. In the fall we pile leaves from our 3/4 acre property of maples and elms into a 
giant leaf pile right next to the tree so it can form both a play pile and a safer landing pad for any 
jumpers from the tree.  
 When people first see its massive (20 feet in diameter) and gnarled trunk, they say it reminds 
them of a Harry Potter scene. Then the kids soon find out it is relatively easy to climb with all the 
burls and knotty projections; of course the fireman pole also makes for a quick getaway from the 
tree fort attached to the tree. The fireman pole was once anchored at the top by a metal bracket 
which would occasionally declamp itself and send the pole and any hanger on crashing to the 
ground like a falling tree. Fortunately, it has since become integrated into the actual tree; both metal 
bracket and each end of the pole are now well within the growing and live trunk of tree. The tree 
fort is over 20 years old but its metal guy wires help stabilize it so we are only slightly nervous 
when 5 to 10 children are in the fort pretending they are pirates.  
 I have also attached a very long double person swing to a high branch so one can go for giant 
swings. I have had to prune the spruce hedge lining the property line in order to allow the people 
swinging to careen well past the edge of our property out over the empty field next to our home. 
This is not an easy swing to ride since it is hard to climb up into and also takes a lot of effort to 
really get the giant pendulum action going. But then it is a thrill and even small children, my 
youngest is 4, enjoy it if they are safely ensconced next to an older youth or adult.  
 Willows do drop branches frequently and this makes for regular spring and fall cleanup chores. 
Consequently, this willow has also caused major damage to the roof and trusses of our nearby 
garage. Nevertheless, we would never trade this willow for a safer and smaller tree -- as long as 
there are children who have so much fun with it.
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Dundas Valley Tree Keepers’ Heritage Tree Hunt 2009 

Other Tree Stories of Note 
 
1. Winner of ‘Fall Colour’ Category 
 Sugar Maple at front yard of 455 Old Brock Rd, Dundas  
 nominated by Barb Guild, Dundas 
 
     I have lived here for over 40 years and this tree has been a fixture in my life.  I LOVE THIS TREE!   
It was planted somewhere around the mid to late 1800's and was one of a group that lined the road.   
Today only 2 remain.  (We actually had 2 on our lawn but one died several years ago - we have planted 
another in its place).  During the Fall people often stop in front of our house to take pictures of its  
magnificent colour.  At its height it is breathtaking.  I took a few pictures last year as I often do but  
they don't do it justice.  When the leaves began to fall on the ground the entire area took on an aura 
of pink, red and yellow - it was quite something!  It always is every year. I fear it is past its prime and  
just hope it can hang on for many years to come. 
     This majestic tree is dear to my heart... my sister and I had a rope ladder when we were little that 
we climbed in order to play in the crook of its giant branches.  I feel safe and at home with this tree 
nearby. It almost feels as if it is a part of my soul. 
 
 
2. Sycamore on Spencer Creek trail 150m west of Ogilvie Street, Dundas  
 nominated by Zoe Green, Dundas 
 

The majestic Sycamore. At the edge of Spencer Creek, rooted between two condominium  
developments in downtown Dundas, it was a delight to come upon this grand, old sycamore. More  
than 11 to 12 feet in circumference, it's grown at this site for many, many years.  Like a beacon along 
the Spencer Creek Trail, the forest floor beneath is a mat of indigenous flora trying to hold off the 
advancing line of invasives and garden-variety perennials. Most that pass by probably don't notice 
the diversity of  this small area, a hidden gem just steps from downtown Dundas.  

Unique, symbolic, majestic - a wonderful tree in our midst. 
 
 

3. White Oak at 61 York Road, Dundas  
nominated by Ann Parker, Dundas 
 
It was stipulated in the deed of sale that the magnificent oak not be cut down. 
 
 

4. Tricolour Beech at 155 Park St East, Dundas  
 nominated by Jan Olson, Dundas 
 

We used to live in this house and the Tricolour Beech on the front lawn was our pride and joy.  
Often, when gardening in the front yard, passers by would stop to chat with me about the tree. I even 
had a few people stop their cars to ask. The most common question asked as: "What kind of tree is  
that amazing tree?" My husband, who knows nothing about gardening, knew the name of that tree 
because he wanted to be able to answer the same question. Note: The tree is its most brilliant in 
spring as opposed to September when the judging occurs. 
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5. Black Walnut at backyard of 284 Park Street West, Dundas  
 nominated by Bill Rayner, Dundas 
 

My father's years would be 108 and my years would be 80. We both fell out of this tree as children. 
 HA, HA 
 
 
6. Weeping Willow at Webster’s Falls Park, Dundas  

nominated by Anne W. Parker, Dundas 
 

About 1998 I took my class of 8 boys from the Colin McDonald Community school on a hike to 
Webster's Falls.  It took the whole class to reach around the trunk of the giant willow near the brink  
of the falls. 
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Dundas Valley Tree Keepers’ Heritage Tree Hunt 2009 
Stories and Notes from Children 

 
 
 
1. White Oak at front of 76 Inksetter Road, Copetown 
 nominated by Rachel Ryckman, Ancaster 
 
 This is my favourite tree because it has a very large circumference. The top of this white oak 
looks like it has been trimmed like a half a circle. This is the largest oak tree I have ever seen. Wait. 
Correction - this is the largest tree I have ever seen. Last but not least the thing I love most about 
this tree is remembering the memories. 
 One day I went to my Grandpa’s farm. When we got there we decided to go see this most talked 
about tree. When we talked about the tree everybody mentioned the size. When we arrived we went 
down to the tree. On the way down the driveway we saw a humongous pond. When I saw the tree I 
was blown away. When I found out the circumference I was amazed. On the way back up the 
driveway we fed 2 beautiful horses. I wish I had a horse. Then when we got to the road the owners 
pulled in. The owner is Julie Barasevic. She was there along with her father. We talked for about 5 
minutes and said “I hope we win!” On the way home we saw cottonwood trees. 
The end 
 
 In the end winning doesn’t mater. The thing that matters is a try and had a great experience 
putting this beautiful white oak tree into the eyes of others. 
 
 
2. Pair of Bitternut Hickory in pasture below 786 Governor's Road, Dundas 
 nominated by William Ryckman, Ancaster 
 
 I call them twins. 
 
 
3. Shagbark Hickory creek hollow behind 786 Governor’s Road, Dundas  
 nominated by Luke Kennedy, Dundas 
 
      On my Grampa's farm. The cattle sleep under it. 
 
 
4. Red Hickory at 786 Governor’s Road, Dundas  
 nominated by Samantha Kennedy, Dundas 
 
     Rare Carolinian tree. Stands all by itself in the pasture below my Grandpa's barn. 
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5. Eastern White Pine on south bank of Spring Creek behind 786 Governor’s Road, Dundas  
 Nominated by Rachel & Will Rykman, Ancaster 
 
 This is my favourite tree because there is so much life around and in the tree. 
 
 
6. Sugar Maple west of 252 Hwy 8 on the north side of the road, West Flamborough 
 nominated by Will Dixon, Dundas 
 
 It was cropped way back from hydro lines and grows up and over like a monster. 
 
 
7. Sugar Maple at north fence Christ Church, West Flamborough 
 nominated by Ruby West, Dundas 
 
 This is the biggest maple I have ever seen. 
 
 
8. Black Walnut at back yard of 1 Helen Street, Dundas 
 nominated by Brook Parker, Dundas 

 
 The black walnut at my grandparents’ house has looked over Dundas and Ancaster for over 100 
years. This tree has watched us all playing in their backyard or swimming in the pool while we were 
growing up. I like to think it would be there for another hundred years and watch the fun. 


